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“Please DROP what you have in your mouth!” 
 
1St Step  
• Begin this lesson with something the dog should have (Kong, Tug toy, a Safe chew, etc).  
• Keep another high value treat in an easy to access area out of sight ready to reinforce with.   
• Engage your pup in play, when your dog has their toy firmly in its mouth say “DROP-IT”.  
• If they do not release the toy, wave a treat right under their nose and repeat the command “DROP-IT”. 
• The second the dog drops the toy, reward with a high value treat you had hidden. 
• Repeat this command several times so your pup has an understanding of this new word.  
• Continue working on this every day until your pup drops the object 100% of the time.  
 

2nd Step  
• Next switch to a variable reward, changing the reward from a high valued treat to another highly 

valued toy or a ball, something they really enjoy playing with.  
• Allow your pup to engage and play with their toy or ball (remember to have another high valued toy near 

you) ask your pup to “DROP-IT”. 
• If they do not respond, show them the other toy or ball and repeat “DROP-IT”.  
• As soon as they release the first toy offer the new one and engage with some playtime. 

 
Use: Teach your dog to drop something from their mouth. 

 
Tip: If you get agitated or frustrated when your pup grabs your hairbrush or lip-balm, it will only create an 

unwanted game. Keep safe toys or Kongs available around your home so you can quickly react the right 
way. Be prepared at all times and set some time aside to work on this command to prevent difficult situations. 

 
Note: DO NOT play the game of “chase” when your dog has something they shouldn’t have. Playing chase 

turns the unwanted behavior into a horrible game.  
 
Instead of playing chase, try this: 
 
• Stand in one place allowing your pup to see you squeaking/waving an appropriate higher valued toy to 

capture their attention encouraging them to come to you. (‘Wow! look what I have, it’s your favorite toy!’) 
• If that does not cause your dog to come and check out what you have, quickly turn and exit from the 

room while still excitedly stating (“Look! What I have your favorite toy!”).   
• This will create curiosity and a reason for your pup to come over to you.  
• Once your pup has come right behind you with their toy still in their mouth, turn and ask them to “DROP-IT” 

and offer them the toy that you have in exchange.  
• Go back to the area you began in and play with your dog for a few minutes to reinforce the “DROP-IT” 

command is fun and the game doesn’t stop at after they release the toy to you. 
 
Tip: What if your dog still has the offending object in his mouth, and refuses to drop it?  Say ‘Too bad’ quickly 
exiting the room again continually tossing the toy and playing with your toy pretending to ignore them to 
making it look like you are having a lot more fun! 
 
 


